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Invasion and Metastasis
The formation of secondary tumors in distant 
locations makes cancer treatment exponentially more 
di�cult, and is a leading reason for cancer morbidity 
and mortality.1 Preventing or limiting metastasis is 
therefore integral to treatment success.1,2

1 Cancer cells dissociate from the tumor mass and proteolytically degrade 
local extracellular matrix to invade the surrounding stroma

2 The invading cell enters and migrates through the lymphatic or 
circulatory system

3 The circulating cell extravasates at a new location, potentially forming a 
secondary tumor

4 Factors key to facilitating this process, including endothelial permeability, 
lymphangiogenesis, and tumor cell proteolytic activity, represent 
potential therapeutic targets.1,3 

Genome Instability, Mutation, & Epigenetic Modifications
Cancer cells accumulate numerous and varied genetic and epigenetic alterations 
during oncogenesis and tumorigenesis. This genomic instability confers a 
heterogeneity that complicates detection and elimination by innate or clinical 
mechanisms.4  Disruption of epigenetic processes can lead to altered gene function 
and malignant transformation. 

1 Oncogenesis can develop as a result of mutations in oncogenic genes, oncogene suppressing genes, or 
epigenetic modifications 

2 Chromosomal-level mutations can result in telomere attrition, triggering breakage-fusion-bridge cycles; 
nucleotide-level mutations can cause repair defects, leading to hypermutation

3 Epigenetic processes (e.g., DNA methylation, histone modifications) can alter gene function leading to 
malignant cellular transformation

4 Epigenetics detection assays and next-generation sequencing allow researchers to quantify genomic 
instability beyond simply the number of mutations present4

Angiogenesis and Altered Microenvironment
Cancer cell interactions with other cells in the tumor microenvironment (TME), 
orchestrate stromal cell migration, matrix remodeling, and vascular network 
expansion. Stromal and vasculature modifications play an integral role in facilitating 
tumor development and metastasis. The normalization of these aspects can 
therefore potentially limit tumor growth.5

1 Cancer induces cytokine, chemokine, growth factor, and protease secretion by non-cancer cells in the TME 
(e.g., fibroblasts, adipose cells, lymphatic cells, endothelial cells)

2 Excessive production of VEGF and ANG2 causes abnormal vascular development3,5 resulting in immature 
vessels with poor flow and excessive permeability5

3 Abnormal vasculature further promotes an altered, hypoxic TME, which in turn stimulates additional 
angiogenesis3,5

4 Combining cancer-directed therapeutics with TME-targeting treatments aims to limit tumor progression 
and suppress pro-cancer TME mechanisms

1 Dysfunctional DNA 
repair mechanisms in 
cancer allow increased 
mutagenesis6

2 Telomerase upregulation 
prevents terminal 
di�erentiation and 
senescence3,6

3 Cancer cell Bcl-2 family 
protein expression, 
p53 mutations, and 
increased autophagy 
can confer resistance 
to stress-induced 
apoptosis3,6

Restoration of normal apoptotic signaling can potentially induce cancer cell death

p53
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Cancer cells face numerous malignant growth-associated stresses (e.g., hypoxia, DNA damage, and 
nutrient scarcity) that can impact survival. Adaptive mechanisms allow tumors to compensate for these 
stresses, bypassing the standard checks that prevent cellular immortality, facilitating tumor formation 
and growth, and circumventing apoptotic death.6

Resistance to Stress and Cell Death

Cellular metabolic changes promote mutagenesis 
and cancer progression3
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Altered Growth Signals and Response
Cancer cells proliferate uncontrollably because of 
resistance to anti-growth signals and chronically active 
pro-growth signals.3,7 Additionally, self-renewing 
tumorigenesis-capable cancer stem cells (CSCs) have 
been identified within tumor cell populations.8

1 The cell cycle is normally tightly regulated: exogenous growth signals bring 
cells out of G0 and both internal and external cues halt proliferation3,7

2 Cancer cells deregulate pro-growth signaling pathways, disrupt intracellular 
anti-growth e�ectors (e.g., pRb), and downregulate anti-growth pathway 
receptors (e.g., TGFβ)3,7

3 CSC self-renewal (e.g., via Hh, Notch, or Wnt signaling) can be 
autonomously driven or be promoted by stromal cells8,9

4 CSCs can resist chemo- and radiotherapy by remaining in G0 phase, 
accumulating mutations over time facilitating malignant transformation8,9

Beyond the Hallmarks: 

Mechanisms of Cancer’s 
Genesis and Persistence
The journey of a healthy cell through oncogenesis and tumorigenesis involves the 
activation and inactivation of numerous mechanisms and processes–acute and 
chronic, cellular and systemic. Understanding how cancer alters physiological 
homeostasis and hijacks integral innate mechanisms for its own benefit is critical to 
the conception and development of novel therapeutic strategies against the disease. 

1 Cancer cells 
favor aerobic 
glycolysis over 
cellular respiration

2 The aerobic 
glycolysis pathway 
promotes synthesis 
of nucleotides, 
lipids, and 
amino acids

3 Oncogenes 
can reprogram 
cell metabolism
to increase 
nutrient uptake
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Metabolic Reprogramming
The tumor microenvironment features conditions that are not 
amenable to normal cell health. Cancer cells alter their 
energetics to favor survival and proliferation in this harsh new 
environment, giving them a competitive advantage over 
healthy cells.3

Immunotherapy harnesses and modifies natural mechanisms (e.g., cytokine 
and antibody therapy, CAR-T cells) to counter these tactics.

Immune Modulation
The immune system is designed to identify and eliminate cancer cells prior to 
tumorigenesis. For cancer cells to proliferate and thrive, they must circumvent or 
deactivate the immune mechanisms designed to remove them via processes 
collectively termed “immune evasion.”10

1 Cancer cells can 
deactivate immune 
e�ector cells by 
triggering regulatory 
signaling pathways on 
the immune cell

2 They can avoid immune 
detection by ceasing to 
be antigenic

3 The tumor 
microenvironment 
promotes regulatory 
and immunosuppressive 
immune cell 
phenotypes10
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High-sensitivity optical, high-resolution X-ray  –  
and unique handling accessories to accelerate discovery

For more information visit www.perkinelmer.com/invivo,  
and see us at AACR, booth #2612.

The race to discover new treatments for disease is on. With IVIS® Lumina S5 and X5 2D benchtop in vivo imaging 
systems, the workflow for data acquisition and analysis has been completely streamlined to help you get robust data – 
and answers – on anatomical and molecular aspects of disease much sooner. Higher throughput, combined with unique 
handling accessories, subject recognition, and RFID support, means less time spent setting up and running experiments 
and more time getting results. Plus, an all-new camera with greater field of view lets you capture more subjects 
simultaneously. IVIS Lumina benchtop systems: 2D imaging and analysis that’s focused on discovery.

IVIS Lumina S5 and X5

TAKE HIGH-THROUGHPUT 
OPTICAL / X-RAY 
IMAGING TO  
THE NEXT LEVEL

For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Our bodies’ natural disease-fighting capabilities just might lead to 
new cancer therapy strategies

Many different cell types contribute to tumor growth. But phenotyping cells while maintaining 
cellular spatial relationships and morphological context was nearly impossible – until 
now. Our Phenoptics™ research solutions enable you to better understand the relationships 
between immune and other cells in the tumor and its microenvironment – in situ, in intact 
FFPE sections, in context. So you can visualize and identify biomarkers, leading to better 
understanding of disease mechanisms and stratification of cases for translational research. 
Phenoptics research solutions: We’re looking inside for the next big cancer breakthrough.

UNDERSTANDING STARTS

WHEN YOU PUT
COMPLEXITY INTO CONTEXT

For research use only.  Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

Opal™ Multiplex Staining

inForm® Image Analysis Software

Vectra® 3 and Vectra® Polaris 
Multiplex Biomarker Imaging Systems

PHENOPTICS™ SOLUTIONS

For more information visit www.perkinelmer.com/
phenoptics, and see us at AACR, booth #2612. 

PerkinElmer, Inc. is committed to supporting the needs of 
oncology research. Our full solutions, including reagents, 
instrumentation and software, for in vitro, ex vivo and in 
vivo models, enable cancer researchers to make more 
targeted discoveries, faster.

Exploration of immuno-oncology, epigenetics, and kinase-related growth 
factors has led to new and more e�ective cancer treatments. Advancing 
these approaches requires e�ective cancer biomarker detection, imaging, 
and cancer analysis, all three of which can be improved with the right 
cancer research tools.

Combatting a complex condition like cancer presents challenges to 
detection, imaging, and workflows in a variety of environments. 
PerkinElmer’s cancer research solutions span the entire drug discovery 
workflow, from drug screening to studies in preclinical animal models to 
imaging of tumor samples in clinical research studies.

Our cancer research tools enable you to:

• Automate your cancer analysis workflows for greater productivity

• Conduct cancer biomarker detection and assessment procedures with our 
multimode plate readers and broad range of assays and reagents

• Gain deeper insights from phenotypic analysis of cancer cells with our high 
content screening and informatics solutions 

• See how tumors respond to treatment in animal models from molecular, functional, 
and anatomical perspectives with our in vivo imaging systems and reagents

• Understand cancer in its microenvironment by imaging and analyzing tissue 
samples to identify disease subtypes and validate targets

For more information on PerkinElmer’s 
comprehensive solutions for cancer research, 
please visit us at AACR 2018 (Booth #2612)

PerkinElmer: Advancing Cancer Research from Concept Through Translation


